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Single-ion polymer/LLZO hybrid electrolytes with
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Hybrid solid electrolytes which combine the properties of inorganic and polymeric ion conductors are

being investigated for lithium batteries which use lithium metal anodes. The number of inorganic/

polymer compositions and their synergy in ion-conducting properties are limited by the hybrid

fabrication method and the limited compatibility between both types of materials. Here we report a

hybrid solid electrolyte formed by a poly(ethylene glycol) type single-ion polymer network and ceramic

garnet-type nanoparticles of Li7�3XAlXLa3Zr2O12 (LLZO) with very high lithium conductivity. The

combination of a lithium-single ion polymer matrix with LLZO inorganic particles results in flexible free-

standing films by using a fast UV-photopolymerization process with facile control of its composition.

This methodology showed excellent dispersion of the LLZO nanoparticles within the gel polymer

network with up to 50 wt% ceramic content, as shown in the enviromental ESEM images. These hybrid

electrolytes have high ionic conductivity values (1.4 � 10�4 S cm�1 at 25 1C) and high lithium

transference number as compared to previous hybrid electrolytes. The effect of LLZO nanoparticle

content on the lithium transport was investigated in detail using solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance

spectroscopy (NMR). Finally, determination of the critical current density (CCD) before lithium dendrites

are initiated has been carried out on both pristine and hybrid electrolytes, so as to assess their potential

as solid electrolytes for lithium metal batteries.

Introduction

The application of lithium ion batteries, while very popular for
small electronics, may be limited in devices such as electric
vehicles (EV), in which a high energy density is desired. Repla-
cing the graphite anode with a lithium metal anode is among
the most promising strategies for obtaining high energy density
batteries because of its high theoretical capacity and low
reductive potential.1 However, lithium metal batteries present
some technical and safety problems in particular those arising
from the non-uniform electrochemical deposition of lithium
and also due to the flammability of current liquid electrolytes.2

In this sense, solid-state batteries are promising options for
achieving high energy and power densities thereby limiting the

risk of liquid electrolyte leakage and flammability while con-
trolling the growth of dendrites through mechanical means.

Solid electrolytes have gained considerable attention due
to their various advantages over liquid electrolytes such as
potential dendrite prevention, better safety and battery
downsizing.3,4 Currently, research on new solid electrolytes is
divided between new inorganic super ionic conducting materi-
als, such as perovskites,5 NASICON6 and garnets,7 and organic
polymer electrolytes.8 Within this battle between inorganic and
organic materials, inorganic materials present high ionic con-
ductivity values at room temperature, from 10�4 to 10�2 S cm�1.9

Nevertheless, two main issues concerning their use as potential
solid electrolytes are the high grain boundary resistance towards
electrodes10 and their brittleness.11,12 On the other hand, polymer
solid electrolytes, which are composed of a polymer host and a
dissolved salt, can be easily processed and display better
interfaces thanks to their flexibility. Nonetheless, their poor
ionic conductivity (below 10�4 S cm�1) restricts their use at
room temperature.13 One approach to improve this is by the
addition of additives such as ionic liquids or new lithium salts
and through the development of ionogel polymer electrolytes.14,15

It is worth remarking that, while inorganic materials mostly show
lithium-ion mobility, in typical polymer electrolytes both the anion
and lithium cation participate in the ionic conductivity process.
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In the last few years, the so called lithium single-ion conducting
polymer electrolytes have become popular due to their unique
lithium transport and good performance when lithium metal is
used as the electrode.16

As an intermediate possibility, many efforts have been focused
on hybrid solid electrolytes (HSEs) which seek to create a synergy
and take advantage of the unique individual properties of both
inorganic and polymer electrolyte systems.17 Hybrid solid electro-
lytes are usually composites formed from a polymer matrix,
inorganic particles and a lithium salt. Dispersing inorganic
particles into a polymer electrolyte is in theory an efficient way
to increase its ionic conductivity and further reinforce the soft
polymer matrix.18 However, achieving good dispersion of solid
particles within a polymer matrix is challenging and particle
surface modifiers or surfactants may be needed. This could affect
the conduction mechanism between the inorganic and the poly-
mer electrolytes leading to interfacial limitations. For this reason,
the expected increase in ionic conductivity is often not achieved,
as evident in all the reported HSE literature.

As mentioned before, lithium single-ion conducting polymer
electrolytes based on anionic polyelectrolytes or poly(ionic
liquid)s have drawn great attention in the last few years.19

Although these anionic polymers are very popular within the
polymer electrolyte community, to the best of our knowledge,
they have not been investigated in hybrid solid electrolytes. For
this reason, we targeted the development of hybrid electrolytes
with single-ion lithium conductivity. Furthermore, the ionic
charges within the polymer matrix can help in the dispersion of
the inorganic particles. For developing the hybrids, we chose
LLZO nanoparticles as the inorganic material. LLZO is an
attracting filler as it reaches high ionic conductivity (10�4–
10�3 S cm�1 at room temperature) and near-unity lithium
transference number, presents wide voltage window and is
chemically stable towards lithium metal.20 This ceramic has
been widely investigated as HSEs in the form of particles,
nanowires and even 3D scaffolds.21–24 Typical polymer matrices
that have been investigated are poly(ethylene oxide) PEO or poly-
(vinylene difluoride) PVDF doped with a Li salt (LiClO4, LiTFSI).
The reported HSE hybrids in the literature showed in most cases
low loading of LLZO (below 25 wt%) and slightly higher ionic
conductivity than the sole polymer matrix showing room tem-
perature conductivity values between 10�5 and 10�4 S cm�1.

In this work, we report a new hybrid solid electrolyte (HSIPE)
formed by a poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) type lithium single-ion
polymer network, LLZO ceramic garnet type nanoparticles and
a propylene carbonate plasticizer. The organic part of the
hybrid is based on a recently reported single-ion crosslinked
polymer electrolyte formulation (SIPE) which showed a near-unity
lithium transference number which allowed room temperature
battery operation.25 Flexible free-standing films of the hybrid
electrolyte were prepared by a fast UV-photopolymerization pro-
cess which allows varying its composition easily. The electro-
chemical, thermal and mechanical properties of the hybrids
were investigated using electrochemical impedance spectro-
scopy (EIS), thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) and rheology
measurements. Understanding of lithium-ion transport within

the hybrid polymer electrolytes was elucidated by solid-state
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR). Special atten-
tion was paid to investigate the stripping/plating performance of
the lithium metal anode with the lithium single-ion HSIPE. For
this purpose, galvanostatic tests and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy were performed with lithium symmetrical cells.

Results and discussion
Synthesis and characterization of single-ion hybrid solid
electrolytes (HSIPE) by UV photopolymerization

Single-ion hybrid solid electrolytes were prepared by UV-co-
polymerization of poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (PEGDM)
and lithium 1-[3-(methacryloyloxy)-propylsulfonyl]-1 (trifluoro-
methylsulfonyl)imide (LiMTFSI) in the presence of different
amounts of inorganic LLZO particles, propylene carbonate (PC)
as a plasticizer and using 2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophene
(DAROCUR) as a radical photo-initiator. UV-photopolymerization
was selected due to the simplicity and rapidness of the approach.
One of the main benefits of this method is that the inorganic
particles can be pre-dispersed in the liquid monomer mixture and
then polymerized in a rapid way without any visual sedimentation
and the need for any additional organic solvent. After the photo-
polymerization and polymer network formation, self-standing,
flexible and white composite membranes could be obtained until
an inorganic content of approximately 50 wt% was achieved while
keeping constant the plasticizer-to-polymer ratio/formulation
which was more successful in our previous work. Once the
inorganic content was higher than 50 wt%, the membranes
became brittle and difficult to handle. A typical HSIPE-X
composition, where X = 5, 9, 26 and 40 wt% LLZO, produces
a white flexible membrane as the one shown in the picture of
Fig. 1. The different HSIPE compositions investigated in this
work are shown in Table 1 in the Experimental section. For
comparison, we also prepared some dual-ion HSEs by substi-
tuting the LiMTFSI monomer by the LiTFSI salt.

In situ rheological measurements were performed during
photopolymerization to evaluate the reaction kinetics and
determine the gel point of the pristine composition thanks to
the rotational rheometer equipped with a UV lamp. Measuring
the shear storage G0 and loss G00 moduli evolution provides
accurate information about the formation of a 3D polymer
network during irradiation.26,27 The intersection between G0

and G00 gives the gel point of the crosslinked network, which is
the transition between the liquid state of unreacted monomers
and the solid state of crosslinked polymers. As shown in Fig. 2,
the gel point is reached only after 2 min, which shows the fast
polymerization kinetics which should limit the sedimentation
of the solid LLZO particles. Nonetheless, mechanical properties
were still evolving under irradiation after the gel point. After
15 min, G0 and G00 finally reached a plateau.

To ascertain high conversion of monomers by UV polymeri-
zation, the irradiation time was set up to 20 min for the synthesis
of pristine and hybrid crosslinked polymer electrolytes. According
to the Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra,
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monomer conversions higher than Z95% were reached by the
disappearance of the 1635 cm�1 band, which is associated with
the carbon double bond of methacrylates (Fig. S1, ESI†). This
confirms the validity of our synthetic strategy towards HSIPEs.

In order to visualize the dispersion of the LLZO nano-
particles within the polymer matrix, Environmental scanning
electron microscopy (ESEM) was carried out on three hybrid
electrolytes, having 26, 40 and 50 wt% LLZO as shown in Fig. 3.
ESEM allows analysing the hybrid crosslinked networks with-
out the evaporation of the propylene carbonate plasticizer.
Cross-section images along the film thickness were taken in
order to ascertain that the particles were well distributed in all
the film thickness and prove that they did not sediment during
UV photopolymerization. ESEM images were taken at three
different locations of the HSIPE films: at the bottom, in the
middle and at the top part of the cut. As displayed in Fig. 2,
hybrid electrolytes with three different compositions were
analysed: HSIPE-5 which has 5 wt% LLZO, HSIPE-26 which has
26 wt% of LLZO and HSIPE-50 which has 50 wt%. By looking at
the ESEM images shown in Fig. 2, we can see that for LLZO
loading up to 26 wt%, particles look very well dispersed from the
bottom part to the top one (Fig. 2i-a, i-b, ii-a, ii-b, iii-a and iii-b).
In these samples, we can conclude that there is no particle
sedimentation in the films for these compositions. On the
other hand, some agglomeration of particles is observed in

HSIPE-50, especially at the bottom part (Fig. 2i-c, ii-c and iii-c).
It seems that dispersing homogeneously LLZO at high content
is challenging by just the magnetic stirring used in this work
and the fast UV (photo)polymerization is not enough to avoid
its sedimentation. ESEM images were taken on the top of the
samples to examine the homogeneity of particle dispersion.
For compositions HSIPE-26 and HSIPE-40 (Fig. S2, ESI†), no
agglomeration was noticed in the ESEM images. However, in
HSIPE-50 with 50 wt% of LLZO (Fig. S2c, ESI†), several agglo-
merates could be seen in the top view.

All the HSIPE samples were further characterized from a
thermal and mechanical perspective. The thermal stability was
assessed by thermal gravimetrical analysis (TGA) under an inert
atmosphere (N2) as shown in Fig. 2a. In all cases, the HSIPE
materials exhibited a two-step degradation process and curves
were slightly shifted at different temperatures, depending on
the composition. The initial degradation, in between 150 and

Table 1 Compositions in weight for pristine and hybrid crosslinked
polymer electrolytes

PEGM PEGM PC LiMTFSI LiTFSI LLZO

SIPE 5 36 50 9 0
HPE-26 3.7 33.3 37 26
HSIPE-5 4.7 34.2 47.6 8.5 5
HSIPE-9 4.6 32.7 45.5 8.2 9
HSIPE-26 3.7 26.6 37 6.7 26
HSIPE-40 3 21.6 30 5.4 40
HSIPE-50 2.5 18 25 4.5 50
DIPE 5 36.6 50.8 7.6
HDIPE-26 3.7 27 37.5 5.8 26

UV initiator 3% w/w of the monomers.

Fig. 2 ESEM images at the cross-section of HSIPE membranes with
different LLZO content (wt%): (i) bottom part, (ii) middle part, and (iii) top
part; (a) HSIPE-5, (b) HSIPE-26, and (c) HSIPE-50.

Fig. 1 Left side: synthetic route towards lithium single-ion PEG/LLZO crosslinked hybrid solid electrolytes, right side: photo-rheology study showing the
(photo)polymerization kinetics.
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200 1C, was attributed to the initial loss of the propylene
carbonate plasticizer. The second degradation, initiated at
around 250 1C, was mostly attributed to the degradation of
the polymeric matrix. Therefore, the TGA curves of the HSIPEs
with higher concentrations of polymer were shifted to higher
temperatures. Interestingly, the residue at 500 1C varied in each
HSIPE and corresponded quite well with the composition of the
inorganic LLZO content in each sample.

Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) (Fig. 3b) was
used to investigate the mechanical properties of the HSIPEs.
The DMTA spectra show two regimes: (i) from �100 to �70 1C,
the material is in the glassy state and (ii) a second plateau
in the rubbery state, starting from �40 1C to 80 1C. In between,
the glass transition occurs, where the materials are going from
the vitreous to the viscous state when the temperature
increases. In the glassy state, the storage modulii G0 of pristine
and hybrid electrolytes are quite similar (100 MPa). In contrast,
the moduli of hybrids dramatically improved compared to the
pristine crosslinked polymer despite the viscoelastic state. The
storage modulus increases from 73 kPa for the pristine SIPE to
0.58 and 3.7 MPa for hybrids HSIPE-26 and HSIPE-40, respec-
tively, confirming that the HSIPEs have enhanced mechanical
properties compared to the pristine polymer electrolyte.

Tan(d), in other words the ratio between the storage and loss
moduli G0/G00, is also recorded for each material and is depicted

in Fig. S3 (ESI†). The maximum of tan(d) gives us information
about the value of glass transition of the HSIPEs. In polymer
electrolytes, ionic conductivity is strongly dependent on Tg, as
Li ion conduction is closely related to ion hopping mechanisms
between polymer chains.28 Thus, it has been widely recognized
that low Tg leads to high ionic conductivity for polymer electro-
lytes although there may be other factors that decouple the
ionic conductivity from the Tg value. From DMTA experiments,
Tg is determined to be �58.9 1C for pristine SIPE. For HSIPE-26,
Tg slightly decreases to �64.75 1C. However, different tendency
is observed for the HSIPE-40 composition where Tg increases to
�55 1C. All in all, the different HSIPEs show low values of Tg

comparable to that of the pristine polymer network, and the
presence of LLZO does not seem to affect the local segmental
mobility of the polymer chains while still providing a higher
modulus material.

Lithium conductivity studies of PEG/LLZO single-ion hybrid
solid electrolytes (HSIPE)

Impedance spectroscopy was used to determine the ionic
conductivity of the hybrid solid electrolytes. Fig. 4 shows the
ionic conductivity of the different hybrid compositions. While
increasing the particle loading from 0 to 5, 9, 26 and 40 wt%,
the ionic conductivity increases linearly and reaches a maxi-
mum for the HSIPE-40 composition. The ionic conductivity
shows a highest value of 1.4 � 10�4 S cm�1 at 25 1C which is
3.3-fold higher than the one measured for the pristine SIPE
(4.8 � 10�5 S cm�1). This tendency is aligned with the previous
studies on hybrid polymer electrolytes with conductive
inorganic particles reported in the scientific literature as sum-
marized in Table S4 (ESI†). However, it is worth noting that, in
this case, the values of conductivity are higher, probably due to
the excellent dispersion of the LLZO particles and the possibi-
lity to reach such a high inorganic content (40 wt%) in the
HSIPEs. For HSIPE-50, the ionic conductivity value starts to
decrease which may be due to the particle agglomeration and

Fig. 3 (a) Thermogravimetric analysis of HSIPEs under a nitrogen atmo-
sphere at 10 1C min�1 and (b) DMTA analysis of HSIPEs in the compression
mode between �100 1C and 100 1C.

Fig. 4 Arrhenius plot for SIPE and HSIPE having different LLZO
compositions.
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sedimentation observed in the FESEM images discussed above.
It is noteworthy that the values showed by these membranes are
very high compared to the other HSEs shown in the literature,
which report optimized ionic conductivity values of around
1.5 � 10�5 S cm�1 (Table S4, ESI†).

As opposed to previous hybrid or composite electrolytes
where a neutral polymer with added salt is typically the polymer
electrolyte component, the unique feature of these materials is
the combination of a lithium single-ion conducting polymer
matrix and LLZO nanoparticles. Both materials separately pre-
sent a lithium transference number close to unity. To measure
the lithium transference number, we collected the EIS spectra
for SIPE and HSIPEs before and after polarization as shown in
Fig. S5–S7 (ESI†). The red dotted lines represent data fitting
from equivalent circuit modelling. The measured tLi+ values are
0.73 for SIPE, 0.63 for HSIPE and 0.57 for HSIPE-26, indicating
that tLi+ tends to decrease with the increasing LLZO content
which is unexpected. Although we cannot unequivocally explain
this observation, it is possible that some anionic impurities
within the LLZO particles or the rest of the unreacted anionic
monomers are present in the hybrid electrolytes which slightly
lowers the tLi+ value.

Solid-state NMR studies of PEG/LLZO single-ion hybrid solid
electrolytes (HSIPE)

To further understand the lithium conduction mechanism of
the HSIPE, solid-state NMR studies were carried out. Previous
solid-state NMR studies focused on the understanding of Li
ionic pathways in LLZO hybrid polymer electrolytes, especially
for the system LLZO-PEO (LiTFSI) and LLZO-PEO (LiClO4),29,30

and these indicated that ionic transport is greatly influenced by
the LLZO content and the presence of a plasticizer. For low
LLZO compositions, Li moves preferably in the polymer phase
with the ionic conductivity tending to increase due to the
suppression of polymer crystallinity. Up to a critical composition,
the LLZO particles form a percolated network and the ionic
transport mechanism is then altered and the hybrid behaviour
is closer to that of a ceramic with Li ions passing only via the
inorganic phase.31 Zheng and co-workers also showed that adding
a plasticizer (20 wt%) modified Li pathways within this material.
It was discovered that in a plasticized hybrid electrolyte, indepen-
dent of LLZO composition, Li ions favourably move in the
polymer phase. To elucidate the composition dependence of ionic
conductivity in our materials, solid-state NMR measurements
were undertaken for SIPE and HSIPE membranes. To compare
these electrolytes with traditional hybrid systems, dual-ion hybrid
HSEs, where LiTFSI was added to include free TFSI anions
(namely, DIPE and HDIPE), were also synthesized. A non-
conductive electrolyte (PEG network without Li source) reinforced
by LLZO particles (HPE-26) was also studied to determine if the
inorganic conductor by itself without the presence of an addi-
tional lithium ion source in the polymer matrix was able to
participate in ionic conduction. Table 1 in the Experimental
section summarizes the compositions studied.

Ionic conductivities were previously measured by EIS to
compare with the NMR results (Table S8, ESI†). As demonstrated

previously, the ionic conductivity of the pristine single-ion cross-
linked polymer is increased by the addition of LLZO particles
(SIPE, HSIPE-9 and HSIPE-26). HPE-26, containing LLZO as the
unique Li ion source, achieves a lower ionic conductivity than
SIPE, up to 10�5 S cm�1. This interesting result implies that Li
ions from the LLZO phase can transfer to the polymer matrix and
may participate in ionic transport in the HSIPEs. A few studies
have previously reported that a possible ionic exchange takes
place between LLZO and the PEO matrix32 which appears to be
confirmed here. The interface between a Li ion conductive
ceramic and polymer has been investigated previously, revealing
high interfacial resistance between the two phases.33 This char-
acteristic means slow ionic exchange, leading to a decreased ionic
conductivity compared to SIPE. As expected, the DIPE including
the free mobile TFSI anions displays higher ionic conduction than
SIPE, but somewhat surprisingly, the opposite trend in ionic
conductivity behaviour is seen in the case of dual-ion hybrid
electrolytes; once 26 wt% LLZO is added to the dual-ion cross-
linked polymer matrix (HDIPE-26), the ionic conductivity drops
fiercely. These preliminary results stress the importance of using
solid NMR to better apprehend the ionic transport in HPEs.

7Li MAS NMR spectra were acquired for the different com-
positions. First, the SIPE pristine polymer and the hybrid
version HPE with 26 wt% LLZO but without an additional
lithium monomer or salt are compared (Fig. 5). The difference
between these two electrolytes is their Li ion source: in SIPE,
LiMTFSI provides Li+ whereas it is solely from LLZO particles
for HPE-26. For both electrolytes, one signal is observed with
different line width and resonance. For SIPE, one narrow signal
is detected at�6.13 ppm. In contrast, one broad signal at�4.01
is distinguished for HPE-26. A narrow signal represents fast Li
ion motion34 and so it can be concluded that, in these samples,
the narrow line width observed indicates the fast lithium
transport in the polymer phase (SIPE) while the the broad
one indicates the slow lithium motion in the LLZO phase
(HPE-26). These spectra will be used as references to determine
Li ion environments in hybrid electrolytes.

HSIPEs are examined to see the effect of LLZO particles on the
Li ion environment of the single-ion polymer matrix (HSIPE-26
and HSIPE-9, Fig. 5). HSIPE-26 presents two resonances: a narrow
signal at �6.01 ppm and a broad one at �4.89 ppm. The first
resonance is assigned to the Li in the polymer phase, the latter to
the Li contained in the LLZO particles. These results are in
contrast with the ones reported by Zhang and co-workers, who
studied the LLZO-TEGDME-PEO(LiClO4) system. After mixing the
particles with the plasticized polymer TEGDME-PEO, they could
observe two additional signals. They identified them as Li at the
LLZO/TEGDME interface and decomposed LLZO diluted in
TEGDME. Extra signals are not detected in our study. This
discrepancy can be explained by the analysis of different LLZO
compositions and their experimental method. Indeed, Li from the
interface and decomposed LLZO phase were clearly distinguished
up to 40 wt% LLZO. In addition, Zhang and co-workers used
6Li solid NMR which enables higher resolution of Li ion environ-
ments within the materials. 7Li resonances are strongly distinctive
in terms of chemical shifts once LLZO is added to the SIPE matrix.
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The signal at �6.13 ppm broadens and shifts downfield. This
indicates that the Li ion environment in the polymer phase is
strongly modified by the LLZO particles.35 Additionally, Li from
the LLZO inorganic phase is also affected as its related Li
resonance shifts upfield. These chemical shifts evidence signi-
ficant structural changes for Li ion environments both in the
polymer and LLZO phases. HSIPE-9 only presents one narrow
signal at �6.05 ppm. This resonance is attributed to the
polymer phase. Signals from LLZO are not discernible for this
composition due to the lower concentration of the particles.
Nevertheless, the low content of LLZO seems to affect the Li
environment in the polymer phase as the peak shifts and
slightly broadens.

Solid electrolytes containing LiTFSI salt instead of the mono-
meric LiMTFSI named DIPE and HDIPEs are also compared
to see the impact of free TFSI anions on Li ion environments

(Fig. 5). In the case of pristine polymer electrolyte DIPE, only one
signal can be observed at �6.15 ppm. When 26 wt% LLZO is
added into the dual ion pristine electrolyte (composition HDIPE-
26), 7Li resonance displays two Li environments, with a narrow
and broad signal observed at �6.05 and �4.47 ppm which are
assigned to the Li in the polymer and LLZO, respectively.
As observed previously for SIPE compositions, LLZO affects the
Li ion environment in the polymer matrix as 7Li resonance shifts
downfield.

To deepen our analysis, 19F MAS NMR is carried out on the
same compositions to determine if LLZO can also affect the
environment of the fluorinated anions. Single-ion composi-
tions are first compared (Fig. 6, compositions SIPE, HSIPE-26
and HSIPE9). In the SIPE composition, a unique signal is
present at �85.84 ppm and is assigned to sulfonamide anions
anchored covalently to the polymer. In the case of hybrids, an
additional ‘‘shoulder’’ is detected at �85.90 and �85.95 ppm
for HSIPE-26 and HSIPE-9, respectively. As LLZO does not
contain fluorine atoms in its crystallographic structure, these
resonances are assigned to two distinct sulfonamide environ-
ments in the polymer phase. Once LLZO is added in the SIPE,
peaks become narrower and shift downfield. This implies that
LLZO can change the sulfonamide environment in the polymer.
The ‘‘shoulder’’ signal intensity seems to increase with LLZO
content. This additional resonance is assigned to sulphona-
mide anionic moieties interacting with the LLZO surface. It is
worth noting that a few previous 19F solid NMR studies already
reported the appearance of a shoulder signal for polymer
electrolytes reinforced with inorganic fillers, indicating the
strong absorption of fluorinated anions on the surface of the
inorganic particles.36,37 The shoulder peak appearing for
HSIPEs can be hypothesized as the strong interaction between
the LLZO and SIPE matrix.

Dual-ion compositions are also examined by 19F MAS NMR
(Fig. 6, compositions DIPE and HDIPE-26). In both cases, one
peak is observed, which is assigned to the fluorine environment
in the polymer matrix. When the single-ion monomer LiMTFSI
is replaced with LiTFSI salt, 19F resonance becomes narrower
indicating the higher mobilities of fluorinated anions, and
shifts upfield to �86.97 ppm. This result was expected as
TFSI� anions are not covalently immobilized into the polymer
backbone compared to SIPE.38 Once LLZO is added to the DIPE
matrix (HDIPE-26), the peak broadens reflecting a lower mobi-
lity of the TFSI� anions which is related to the observed lower
ionic conductivity values.

To get more insights into ionic conductivity mechanisms,
static 7Li NMR and pulse field gradient (pfg) diffusion NMR are
used to determine Li ion mobilities. By peak deconvolution
(Fig. 7), the quantification of distinct 7Li species was carried out
for HSIPE and HDIPE electrolytes. The narrow component
represents 14 � 2%, 47 � 8% and 17 � 2% for compositions
HSIPE-26, HSIPE-9 and HDIPE-26, respectively. Note that in the
preparation of HSIPE-26, HSIPE-9 and HDIPE-26 samples,
the polymer phase consists only 8.2 mol%, 24.1 mol% and
8.5 mol% of the lithium ions which were expected to be mobile
(see Table 1). The significantly increased lithium concentrations

Fig. 5 7Li MAS solid NMR on single- and dual-ion crosslinked polymer
electrolytes.
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in the mobile phase suggested the transport of Li ions from the
LLZO phase to the polymer phase, for all the three samples. It also
suggests that the lithium ions are exchangeable between the
inorganic LLZO phase and the polymer phase. However, the
HPE-26 sample does not show any narrow component in the 7Li
spectra, indicating the absence of mobile Li ions in the polymer
phase. Note that HPE-26 is the only sample that does not have any
anions. This suggests that the present fluorinated anions is one
of the key factors that facilitate Li ion exchange between the
inorganic phase and polymer phase.

In addition, T1 relaxation times are calculated for pristine
and hybrid compositions as shown in Table S9 (ESI†). The
narrow and broad components represent the Li in the polymer

and LLZO phases, respectively. Mobile Li ions come from the
polymer matrix, where the ion transport is faster. T1 relaxations
of narrow components increases upon LLZO addition, in both
HSIPEs and HDIPEs. This result signifies an increase in local Li ion
mobility in the polymer phase (as T1 increases with the increasing
mobility if we are on the high temperature side of the minimum).
This is in contrast to the trend reported in the work of Zheng and
co-workers for the LLZO-PEO(LiTFSI) system;29 7Li T1 relaxation
times became smaller with the increasing LLZO content, which
indicates a decrease of Li ion motion in the PEO phase. However,
after the addition of a plasticizer (20 wt% TEGDME), a similar trend
to that seen here was observed, with Li ion mobility increasing
dramatically despite the high content of LLZO. This information
emphasizes the beneficial effect of the propylene carbonate plasti-
cizer on Li ion motion in HSIPEs and HDIPEs. Nevertheless, the
LLZO phase exhibits very long 7Li T1 relaxation times. Similar
values were communicated by Zhang and co-workers for decom-
posed LLZO.31 They figured that the latter may be affected by
its reaction with TEGDME plasticizer. In the present systems,
the propylene carbonate may also affect the LLZO phase, as T1

relaxation of bulk LLZO is reported to be close to B1 s.

Fig. 6 19F MAS solid NMR on single- and dual-ion crosslinked polymer
electrolytes.

Fig. 7 7Li static solid NMR on single- and dual-ion crosslinked polymer
electrolytes.
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A significant enhancement in the ion diffusion coefficients
of Li+ and TFSI� is also observed from pfg NMR, particularly at
higher temperatures, as presented in Tables S10 and S11 (ESI†).
In the case of HSIPEs (Table S10, ESI†), 7Li diffusion coeffi-
cients increase slightly in the whole range of temperature upon
LLZO addition to the SIPE matrix. Again, this is a different
behaviour to that observed for HDIPEs, in which the 7Li
diffusion coefficient is slightly higher at room temperature
but decreases at elevated temperatures. These opposite tenden-
cies between HSIPEs and HDIPEs may reveal the different
nature of interactions between the LLZO and immobilized/free
TFSI� anions. 19F diffusion coefficients were also determined
for DIPE and HDIPE-26 (Table S11, ESI†) showing the anion
diffusion dropping significantly, especially at low temperatures
where it decreases by a factor of 2. These results confirm the
presence of physical interactions between the LLZO and LiTFSI
salt, which play an important role in the final ionic transport of
HDIPEs.

To conclude, Li ion transport in HSIPEs and HDIPEs is
strongly distinctive. In HSIPEs, LLZO particles complex with
TFSI� moieties anchored in the polymer network as indicated
by the observation of two distinct 19F environments in the
polymer phase. As a result, Li ions can better dissociate from
TFSI� anions. As confirmation, 7Li ion diffusion coefficients are
improved with higher LLZO content and are not tempera-
ture dependent whereas no such affinity occurs in HDIPEs.
However, physical interactions (Lewis) may exist as 7Li and 19F
diffusion coefficients are greatly dependent on temperature.
For example, fluorine diffusivity is divided by half once 26%
LLZO is added to the DIPE matrix, resulting in an enhanced
room temperature 7Li mobility in HDIPEs. These distinct
interactions between the LLZO and free/immobilized TFSI�

moieties can explain the different ionic conductivity trends in
HSIPEs and HDIPEs.

Performance of single-ion hybrid electrolytes in lithium
symmetric cells

Next, symmetrical lithium cells were assembled to evaluate the
electrochemical behaviour of HSIPE solid electrolytes against
lithium metal under different current densities. To study the
electrochemical performance of hybrid electrolytes, galvano-
static cycling is performed with increased current densities to
determine their critical current density (CCD). The CCD is the
maximum current density that the electrolyte can withstand
without forming dendrites, which is a critical parameter for
practical applications.39 For battery electric vehicle (BEV) appli-
cations, a critical current density is expected to be superior to
1 mA h cm�2. To assess the CCD, Li symmetrical cells were used
to investigate the Li stripping/plating processes under harshest
conditions. Use of Li symmetrical cells can decouple the
cathode effect and focus especially on the overpotential increas-
ing from the heterogeneous deposition/dissolution of lithium
and the evolution of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) on the
metal anode.40 Observation of voltage oscillations during
cycling also gives clues about the morphologies of lithium
metal and sheds light on dendrite formation. Besides, the

shapes of Li deposits are not only dependent on the electrolyte
features (SEI, mechanical properties), but also on the applied
current density.41 Galvanostatic cycling was carried out at
different current densities and coupled with EIS measurements
to monitor the evolution of the overall cell resistance.

Cycling performances of both SIPE and HSIPE-26 Li metal
symmetric cells are compared in Fig. 8. In the case of the SIPE
electrolyte (Fig. 8a-i), two voltage profiles are observed at low
and high current densities. At 0.1 mA cm�2, the voltage remains
flat, meaning that the Li stripping/plating processes are homo-
geneous. Between 0.25 and 0.4 mA cm�2, the overpotential
starts to increase extensively. This type of voltage profile was
reported to correlate to a quasi-homogeneous Li needle
morphology.42 A new SEI is formed to accommodate the
expansion of the Li metal anode, increasing the overall resis-
tance of the cell. Starting from 0.5 mA cm�2, the voltage
response transits to a ‘‘neck’’ shape which is a strong indication
of the formation and dissolution of mossy dendritic Li.43 These
deposits tend to be detached from the anode surface during
cycling, forming a thick layer of dead Li (inactive Li). It can be
concluded that the CCD reached for SIPE is 1 mA h cm�2.
Nevertheless, a dramatic increase in resistance can be observed
during cycling (Fig. 8a-ii). This increase can be explained by the
formation of a ‘‘bad’’ SEI, leading gradually to the deterioration
of the electrolyte and the lithium.44 PC as an electrolyte solvent
was reported to be incompatible for the creation of a stable SEI
on Li metal.45 The continuing growth of the SEI by electrolyte
decomposition and dead lithium creation is at the origin of the
increase of the resistance during cycling.

The galvanostatic cycling of HSIPE-26 is presented in Fig. 8b-i.
Three voltage profiles can be seen at low and high current
densities. Between 0.1 and 0.25 mA cm�2, Li needle growth takies
place. Starting from 0.4 to 1 mA cm�2, mossy like Li is deposited
as it indicated by the ‘‘neck’’ shape of the voltage profile. From
2 to 4 mA cm�2, voltage spikes are detected. It was shown in
previous studies that the erratic voltage is a sign of dendrite
growth.46 Furthermore, the EIS spectrum in Fig. 8b-ii presents a
drop in the overall resistance, which is also related to dendrite
propagation within the electrolyte.47 It is important to note that
these characteristics (voltage spikes, impedance drop) are only
observed when the crosslinked polymer electrolyte is reinforced
with LLZO particles. Based on these results, it can be concluded
that the addition of LLZO, although improving the ionic con-
ductivity, is detrimental for the Li metal stripping/plating
processes at high current densities.

Dendrite formation appears to come from the use of LLZO
particles, as dendritic growth characteristics are not observable
for the cycled SIPE Li battery. To our knowledge, it is the first
time that polymer electrolyte reinforced with LLZO particles is
reported to form dendrites. LLZO is usually used as an ideal
active inorganic filler for polymer hybrid electrolytes. However,
most of the studies do not focus on Li stripping and plating
processes or use smaller current densities (r1 mA cm�2),
which are less aggressive conditions to form dendrites (Table S4,
ESI†). A CCD study similar to our work was carried out by
Keller et al.48 with the current density progressively increasing
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from 0.005 mA cm�2 to 0.1 mA cm�2 but this was too small to
investigate fractal dendrite growth. Gupta and co-workers
examined the CCD for a PEO-LiTFSI solid electrolyte39 where
they applied ‘‘practical’’ current densities, increasing from
0.01 mA cm�2 up to 10 mA cm�2. A resistance drop and erratic
voltages were recorded starting at 0.5 mA cm�2 but no short-
circuit occurred. Voltage instabilities have also been recorded
by Zagórski and co-workers for 30 wt% LLZO-PEO (LiFTSI) at the
beginning of a similar cycling protocol (i.e. at 0.1 mA cm�2).33

According to them, this erratic voltage comes from the direct
contact of LLZO particles with lithium metal which increases the
interfacial resistance. Voltage instabilities observed during the
first cycles may also originate from the structural reorganization
at the interface Li/electrolyte.

Recently, it has been demonstrated that densified LLZO can
form dendrites within itself and is assumed to be a result of a
relatively high electronic conductivity.49 This feature can also
explain why dendrites form in HSIPEs up to 1 mA cm�2. On the
other hand, the CCD for a LLZO single crystal was established to
be around 300 mA cm�2 50 and so the CCD obtained here for the
hybrid is surprisingly high. In addition, since different Li ion
environments are present in HSIPEs, comprising the polymer and
LLZO phases and having distinct Li diffusion, this difference in
CCD arises by Li stripping/plating more favorably in some areas
which can also lead to the formation of dendrites.

Experimental
Reactants

Poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate (500 g mol�1)
(PEGM), poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (550 g mol�1)
(PEGDM), 2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone (UV initiator,
97% purity) and anhydrous propylene carbonate (PC, 99.8%
purity, H2O o 10 ppm) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
PEGM and PEGDM were dried with molecular sieves before use
(4 Å, first dried for 12 h at 300 1C). LiTFSI salt was furnished by
TCI. Before use, LiTFSI was dried under a vacuum at 130 1C for
12 h and stored in a glovebox. Lithium 1-[3-(methacryloyloxy)-
propylsulfonyl]-1-(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (LiMTFSI) was
synthesized according to a previous study.51 LiMTFSI crystal-
lized powder was dried at 90 1C under a vacuum and stored in a
glovebox. Al doped Li7�3XAlXLa3Zr2O12 (LLZO) particles were
received from MSE (MSE Supplies LLC, Tucson, USA) under an
argon atmosphere and were used as received (99.9% purity,
400–600 nm particles size). Li foils (120 mm thickness) were
purchased from Rockwood.

Equipment and characterization methods

Crosslinked membranes were cured using a Lightningcurve TM
LC-L1-V5 UV curing lamp (l = 365 nm) from Hamamatsu
(Sizuoka-ken, JP).

Fig. 8 Galvanostatic cycling with increased current densities for (a) Li|SIPE|Li and (b) Li|HSIPE-26|Li. (i) Voltage profiles at different current densities.
(ii) EIS spectra before and after galvanostatic cycling.
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The crystallinity of LLZO particles was analyzed with a
MinifleX600 X-ray diffractomer from Rigaku (Wroclaw, PL) as
shown in Fig. S13 (ESI†). LiMTFSI powder was analyzed by
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), using deuterated dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) with an Advance 500 (500 MHz) spectrometer
(Bruker, Billerica, US) as shown in Fig. S12 (ESI†).

Photo-rheology was carried out in order to determine the
optimal irradiation time to reach the gel point, using AR-G2
(TA Instrument, Brussels, BE). The liquid monomer mixture
was exposed to UV light, and the irradiance was set up at
58 mW cm�2. The liquid was compressed to get membranes
with a fixed thickness of 800 mm. The experiment was mon-
itored with a frequency of 1 Hz and an oscillatory shear fixed at
12% strain. The shear storage and loss moduli G0 and G00

evolutions were recorded while the monomer mixture was
exposed to UV light.

Environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM-FEI)
was used with a QUANTA 500 (ThermoFisher, Waltham, US) to
observe LLZO particle dispersion within the hybrid polymer
electrolyte. Neat cross-sections of the material were made outside
the glovebox by immersing the materials into a liquid N2 bath.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed with a
TGA Q500 (TA Instruments, Brussels, BE). Measurements were
carried out by heating the sample at a rate of 10 1C min�1 under
a nitrogen atmosphere starting at room temperature and heating
up to 600 1C.

Dynamical mechanical thermo-analysis (DMTA) was carried
out using AR-G2 (TA Instrument, Brussels, BE) with oscillatory
compression. Shear storage (G0) and the loss (G00) moduli were
recorded at fixed frequency (1 Hz), in the temperature range
from �100 1C to 80 1C.

Solid nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) was
used to better apprehend the ionic transport within hybrid
crosslinked electrolytes. Static 7Li NMR, 7Li and 19F magic angle
spinning (MAS) NMR were performed using an Advance spectro-
meter with a 4 mm Bruker HXY triple resonance probe (Bruker,
Billerica, USA). The samples were spun at 6 kHz. Recycle delays
were 200 s and 10 s for 7Li and 19F, respectively.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements
were carried out with an Autolab 302N potentiostat galvanostat
(Metrohm AG, Herisau, CH) with a temperature controller
(Microcell HC station). Electrolytes were sandwiched between
two stainless steel electrodes for the tests. EIS was monitored
using a frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz with an amplitude
of 10 mV. The ionic conductivity of the electrolytes was deter-
mined at different temperatures, between 25 1C and 80 1C.
Ionic conductivity measurements were done at least two times
on each composition.

A lithium metal/hybrid solid electrolyte/lithium metal cell
was assembled and subjected to a 10 mV polarization bias (DV)
to determine the initial (Ii) and steady-state (Is) currents. EIS
was performed by applying a 10 mV perturbation between
100 kHz and 1 Hz under open-circuit conditions to obtain the
resistance of the passivation layer before (Ri) and after (Rs)
polarization. The lithium transference number tLi

+ was calcu-
lated using the following equation:

tLi+ = Is(DV � IiRi)IIi(DV � IsRs)Li symmetrical cells were
assembled in an Ar filled glovebox for transference number and
galvanostatic cycling investigation, using a VMP3 multichannel
potentiostat (Biologic, Seyssinet-Pariset, FR). The Li foil was
carefully mechanically scraped to remove the native layer
(Li2CO3, Li2O) on the Li surface before making cells. Disks of
11 mm2 were pinched from the prepared Li foils and used as
electrodes for the symmetrical cells. The transference numbers
were determined thanks to the potentiostatic polarization
method, which couples chronoamperometry and EIS. EIS was
carried out with an amplitude of 40 mV, before and after cell
polarization. The cells were allowed to stabilize at 60 1C thanks
to the temperature controlled chamber, for a period of 30 h
before the experiment. After 30 h, the solid electrolyte inter-
phase (SEI) between the lithium metal and polymer remained
steady and it was possible to launch cell polarization. Galvano-
static tests were executed by increasing the current density,
from 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 and to 4 mA cm�2, each step composed
of 3 charge/discharge cycles lasting for 2 h (1 h charge and 1 h
discharge). EIS was carried out with an amplitude of 40 mV
before and after cycling to study the evolution of resistance.
Performances of pristine and hybrid electrolytes were examined
at 60 1C. It is important to mention that voltage has been
recorded every 1s to closely observe the behaviour of Li stripping
and plating.

General procedure for the synthesis of the hybrid crosslinked
polymer electrolytes

The synthesis of the crosslinked membranes was carried out
inside an Ar filled-glovebox with H2O and O2 levels below
10 ppm. As thermal polymerization takes 3 h to obtain fully
crosslinked materials, UV curing was preferred in order to limit
LLZO to sediment. PEGM, PEGDM, LiMTFSI, PC and UV
initiators were magnetically mixed at 450 rpm for 1 h, accord-
ing to the desired composition (Table 1). Then, appropriate
amount of LLZO particles was added and the reactant mixture
was left under stirring for 24 h. Different compositions of LLZO
particles were studied from 5 to 50 wt% (versus total weight of
the electrolyte). After stirring, the mixture was poured into a
silicon mold (thickness B 1 mm) and exposed to UV light for
20 min. A similar experimental method was used for the
synthesis of dual-ion pristine DIPE and hybrid membrane
HDIPE. LiMTFSI was replaced with LiTFSI (equimolar) in the
compositions. The distance between the sample and the lamp
was set up at 10 cm, the corresponding irradiance was mea-
sured to be 58 mW cm�2. The optimal duration of UV exposure
was determined before thanks to photo-rheology experiments.
After curing, self-standing hybrid crosslinked electrolytes were
obtained, with thicknesses between 0.7 and 1 mm.

Conclusions

In this article, we show a simple method to prepare single-ion
hybrid solid polymer electrolytes (HSIPEs). The hybrid solid
electrolyte is formed by a PEG type single-ion polymer network
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which includes an anionic lithium-single ion monomer, ceramic
garnet-type nanoparticles of Li7�3XAlXLa3Zr2O12 (LLZO) and a
propylene carbonate plasticizer. Flexible free-standing films of
the hybrid electrolyte were prepared by a fast UV-photopoly-
merization process (o15 min) which allows varying the
composition of the HSIPEs easily. This methodology showed
excellent dispersion of the LLZO nanoparticles within the gel
polymer network with up to 40 wt% ceramic content as shown
in the enviromental SEM images which is probably due to the
favoured interaction between the anionic polymer backbone
and the inorganic material. These hybrid electrolytes show very
high ionic conductivity values (1.4 � 10�4 S cm�1 at 25 1C) and
unique lithium single-ion conduction as compared to previous
hybrid electrolytes. Solid-state and PFG-NMR results show
increased lithium mobility and diffusivity with increasing LLZO
concentration of up to 26 wt%, with considerably suppressed
anion diffusivity.

Finally, determination of the critical current density (CCD)
has been carried out on pristine and hybrid electrolytes, so as to
assess their viable use as solid electrolytes for lithium metal
batteries. Lithium dendrite formation appears to come from
the LLZO particles, as dendritic growth characteristics are not
observable for the cycled polymer SIPE Li cells.
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